Website Security & Monitoring
Website (Application) Firewall (WAF) (CloudProxy) Professional

Protect your Website from Hackers, Malware and Blacklists!
The perimeter defense your website deserves, bringing you peace of mind
Features
Automated scanning of your website for malware/hacking
activity, blacklisting, changes to your DNS, WHOIS records or
SSL Certificate with monitoring and alerting to SGC of
potential problems.
Professional Sucuri Firewall: Prevent malware distribution,
block attacks, stop Denial of Service (DoS and DDoS) attacks.
Limit countries which can see or access your website. Block
Phishing Lure pages, enable virtual patching with real time
and Zero Day Patching. SSL Certificate included.

Malware Detection
There is no worse feeling in the world than when you realize your
website has infected the computer of someone you know. They've
lost everything because your website infected them with malicious
software. Our system provides continuous malware monitoring to
help avoid these issues.

Blacklist Monitoring
We have a responsibility to monitor and create a safe online
experience for users. Many organizations like Google and
Bing have invested a lot of energy to identify and blacklist
websites that are being used nefariously. We integrate a
number of the top Blacklist API's allowing us to quickly see if
your brand is being affected.
Monitor for Dirty SEO
Also known as Search Engine Poisoning (SEP) attacks.
There is nothing more embarrassing when someone is
looking for your product, but instead they see and are
redirected to Viagra and Cialas pages on your website.

Technical / Implementation Details / Options
Two security settings possible: High and Paranoid. In the High mode, it will enable all default security
checks to prevent SQL injections, Cross site scripting, RFI, LFI, security scanners and a myriad of
attacks from ever reaching your site. It will also enable our Virtual patching so if you are ever using an
outdated software, it can't be used to hack your site. Paranoid mode includes all the security options
from the "High" mode, but also puts the site into lock down mode, preventing any POST request.
Advanced Security options: (each selectable)
Admin panel restricted to only Whitelisted IP addresses.
Additional Security Headers added to your site. XMLRPC, Comments and Trackbacks blocked.
Stop unfiltered HTML from being sent to your site. Stop upload of PHP or executable content.
Advanced evasion detection.
Enable Emergency DDoS protection Option. Enable Advanced Intrusion Detection System Option.
Block proxies and the top three attack countries (China, Russia and Turkey). Enable aggressive bot filter.

Geo Blocking
This option allows you to block access to your site from the countries selected. The viewing list is used to
prevent anyone from that country from visiting (browsing) the site, while the other option, posting, allows them
to view the content in read-only mode. But they won't be able to login, register, buy or send any comments.

Requires one-time $99.95 setup fee if implemented alone. Is included with provisioning bundle if
purchased together with an SGC hosting plan. Included in SGC Silver and above hosting packages.
If you’re not ready to move your hosting to our SGC Silver or Higher offering, you can still monitor and take
preventative security measures with this offering with our

Comprehensive Website + Domain Security & Monitoring by Sucuri + Retainer
Offering.
With this program, we will advise and quote as necessary (minimum annually) on recommended and available
platform/plugin upgrades. We will perform a backup of your website to our facility and store it (annually). This
agreement will serve as a retainer and authorizes us to take action on your behalf in response to compromises.
Notification is included. Our minimum action charge will be ¼ hour of relevant technician. With this retainer, we
can also submit the cleanup for a flat fee cleanup by Sucuri’s world class team if it is beyond the scope of our
technicians, or if we don’t have the time to address in a timely manner. Assuming minimal actions are required
before and after such a submission, price would currently be $195. We can solve many minor incidents for less
than this.
We will also track the renewal date for your domain / website to ensure renewal is not forgotten. We recommend
adding our 3rd Party Registrar (Webnames) & Domain Management service which also includes flat fee
(included) DNS changes and management (from the equivalent of $35 per year if paid multi-year).
Subscription: $35 (month to month commitment) or $350 per year pre-paid. SUC-FWMON-RETAIN-M SUC-FWMON-RETAIN-A
On 1 (or more) year SMA’s or retainers / commitments: $30 / month.
Subject to SGC-SUC-SETUP fee: $99.95 (waived on 3 year contracts)

